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Abstract

We describe a prototype multi-partition aware new mem-
ory controller and subsystem, BIBIM, which precisely in-
tegrates DRAM with 3x nm phase change RAM (PRAM)
modules. In this work, we reveal the main challenges of
a new type of PRAMs in getting closer to a main proces-
sor by evaluating our real 3x nm PRAM with diverse per-
sistent memory benchmarks. BIBIM implements hybrid
cache logic into a 2x nm FPGA device, which can hide
the long latency imposed by the underlying PRAM mod-
ules as well as can support persistent operations. The
cache logic of our controller is also able to serve multiple
read requests while writing data into a target PRAM bank
by considering the multi-partition architecture of such
new memory. The evaluation results demonstrate that the
read and write latencies of our BIBIM are 115 ns and 125
ns, which are 38% and 99% shorter than those of a pure
PRAM-based memory subsystem. In addition, BIBIM
can remove blocking reads by 53%, on average, thereby
shortening the average latency of write-after-read mem-
ory operations by 48%.

1 Introduction

New memory systems offer data consistency even when
there is an unexpected power loss or system crash. Typ-
ically, these memory systems combine storage class
memory, such as 3D XPoint (e.g., Optane DIMM)
or fast flash (e.g., NVDIMM-F/N) with battery-backed
DRAM modules [17, 39]. NVDIMM-P is similar to the
aforementioned memory systems, but it is expected to
employ byte-addressable non-volatile memory (NVM),
such as phase change RAM (PRAM) [27, 37, 48] or
memrister-based RAM (RRAM) [21, 25, 28, 40] with a
few DRAMs. Even though these hybrid NVDIMM tech-
nologies [7, 14, 39] have potential to optimize the system
costs and performance (by reducing the crash recovery
times), unfortunately, there is no publicly-available pro-

totype that reveals specific information for the internal
architecture and controller design of such new memory
systems.

In this work, we design and implement BIBIM, a pro-
totype multi-partition aware New memory that incorpo-
rates a heterogeneous memory controller and subsystem
into a 2x nm FPGA device. We evaluate the real per-
formance of 3x nm new PRAM modules and analyze
their challenges to be realized as a new memory solu-
tion in modern systems. Specifically, while the majority
of published research in architecture and system areas
assumes that the memory timing parameters of PRAM
are similar to or slightly worse than DRAM timings
[10, 19, 27, 29, 47], we observe that the write latency of
PRAM is not as promising as what the studies expect.
To address these challenges, this work designs hybrid
cache logic that integrates a small amount of DRAM into
the new PRAM, and also offers a new memory schedul-
ing technique, called non-blocking read service (NBRS).
The cache logic in our controller uses the DRAM to hide
the long latency of the underlying PRAM modules by
considering persistent memory (PM) operations, such as
PM write ordering and flushing commands. Many in-
flight read services can be potentially blocked owing to
a single write, which is scheduled by an internal task of
the controller, such as a cache eviction or persistent oper-
ation. Even in cases where all such memory requests tar-
get the same PRAM bank, the proposed NBRS technique
enables our controller to serve the in-flight read requests
in parallel with the write by exploiting PRAM internal
architecture, referred to as multi-partition architecture.

We evaluate BIBIM and compare the proposed ap-
proaches with other memory subsystem technologies
(i.e., DRAM-only and PRAM-only memory) by execut-
ing diverse persistent memory benchmarks implemented
by two NVM libraries [11, 42] upon the real mem-
ory subsystems. Overall, the reads and writes of our
heterogeneous memory subsystem take 115 ns and 125
ns, respectively. These average read and write laten-
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(a) PRAM internals.
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(b) Architecture overview. (c) PRAM module.

Figure 1: PRAM details and overview of BIBIM.

cies of BIBIM are 38% and 99% shorter than those of
the PRAM-only memory subsystem, respectively; the la-
tency characteristics of our heterogeneous memory sys-
tem are slightly worse than the DRAM-only memory
subsystem under the executions of diverse persistent
workloads.

2 Background

PRAM operations. PRAM is a resistive memory whose
storage core exploits the unique behavior of chalco-
genide glass [15, 32, 38]. The storage core of PRAM
exhibits two different resistive states: i) amorphous and
ii) crystalline, each respectively representing two digits,
‘0’ and ‘1’ [44, 45]. When a passage of currents produces
a temperature, near 300◦C (via a heating element), the
core status changes to the amorphous that exhibits a low
resistance (‘1’). In cases where the applied temperature
is higher than a melting threshold (around 600◦C), the
status of storage core is updated to the crystalline, which
indicates a high resistance (‘0’) [9, 36]. Memory subsys-
tems can recognize the target data based on a difference
of resistance values that the storage core represents.

A techinical issue behind these phase change pro-
cesses is that a write on PRAM requires a long operation
time to pump charges and to change the status between
amorphous and crystalline whereas a read operation is
significantly faster than the write (as it only needs to
sense out the current from the target). The prior circuit-
level studies [27, 29, 47] forecast the read and write la-
tencies of PRAM around 60 ns and 150 ns, respectively,
which are similar to or slightly worse than DRAM la-
tency characteristics. Even though many system-level re-
searches leverage this latency model to simulate PRAM
memory subsystem [10, 33, 41], we observe that a charge
pump logic and a cell program operation take 8 us and
10 us, respectively, which make a write approximately
133 time longer than the write latency of the most prior
studies used. Our hybrid controller is designed towards
addressing the challenges brought by such long latency
on PRAM writes.
Multi-partition architecture. Figure 1a illustrates the
internal architecture of our 3x nm PRAM bank. In con-

trast to a conventional DRAM bank, the PRAM bank is
composed of 16 different memory partitions, each being
able to serve one or more requests in parallel. A partition
(within a bank) contains 64 memory islands, called tiles,
each employing its own local Y-decoder (LYD) [23, 24].
To address the circuit-level challenges of PRAM such as
parasitic resistance and sneak path, all the tiles within a
partition are connected to the corresponding partition’s
local sub-wordline driver (LSWD), which is linked to
the main global wordline driver [5, 22, 23]. These sep-
arate local decoders and wordline drivers allow a sys-
tem to potentially access different partitions in parallel.
However, there are two limits for the simultaneous mem-
ory accesses to multiple partitions within a PRAM bank.
First, different partitions can support parallel I/O ser-
vices “only if” incoming memory requests have a dif-
ferent operation type. For example, while a read and a
write (and/or an erase) can be served in parallel from
two different partitions, two parallel reads (or two writes)
across the two corresponding memory partitions are pro-
hibited. Second, since the global wordline and datap-
ath are shared across all the partitions, data transfers (re-
quested from a processor) should be serialized.

Note that, even though these characteristics of the
multi-partition architecture are not as powerful as the
multi-die architecture of flash, which allows multiple
writes or multiple reads across different dies (within a
flash package) [8, 18, 35], we believe that the multi-
ple partitions should be recognized and appropriately
exploited from a PRAM controller. Our PRAM con-
troller can serve multiple reads when a write/erase op-
eration is in service, which can hide the long latency of a
PRAM write. These multiple reads can also be well har-
monized with several system-level parallelization tech-
niques, such as memory bank interleaving [2, 13, 34] and
channel striping [20, 46].

3 Heterogeneous New Memory Controller

BIBIM uses DRAM (12.5% of total memory capacity)
as an inclusive cache, but it caches only write requests
since the read performance of PRAM is comparable with
DRAM. One of the challenges for the internal DRAM



cache is to guarantee the data persistence in cases of
power loss. To address this issue, BIBIM supports persis-
tent memory fence (PM FENCE) and flush (PM FLUSHOPT)
[31], which are used by NVM libraries [11, 42] and pro-
cessor instructions, such as Intel’s cache line write back
(clwb) [12]. Specifically, we guarantee that DRAM-
cached data, associated with the PM FENCE requests, are
written to PRAM when a PM FLUSHOPT command is re-
ceived. In our design, PM FENCE operations guarantee
an order of delivery based on processor requests, while
the PM FLUSHOPT operations support guaranteed deliv-
ery to the underlying PRAM modules. In addition, to
hide the long write latency caused by a cache eviction
or persistent operation, BIBIM employs multi-partition
aware non-blocking read service (NBRS).

Note that the hybrid memory design of BIBIM is used
as a byte-addressable working memory, which has a dif-
ferent goal, compared to the previous first-generation
PRAM-based SSDs that use a PCIe block interface [3].
Basic building blocks. Figure 1b depicts a high-
level view of BIBIM’s internal architecture. An
incoming memory request consists of an operation
type, address, and target data. The cache controller,
called cache ctrl, checks if the target data is in
DRAM by using our lookup logic. The lookup logic
(lookup lgc) contains four FPGA built-in storage mod-
ules, which are a byte-addressable block RAM (BRAM)
[26]. We configure these BRAMs to retrieve all the
data within 2 cycles in our prototype implementation.
When cache ctrl decides the target memory module
(DRAM or PRAM) for the request service, our cache
logic accesses the underlying memory controller (i.e.,
mem ctrl), which contains DRAM and PRAM transac-
tion modules, called trans d and trans p, respectively.
For a better communication between cache ctrl and
mem ctrl, mem ctrl exposes a switch register that in-
dicates which memory module will be used and a set of
registers that contains the request information such as op-
eration type, address and write-related data. In addition,
mem ctrl exposes two different registers, each contain-
ing a ready status and the read data in attempt to support
asynchronous operations. The hybrid memory modules
that we implemented are shown in Figure 1c.
Heterogeneous interface control. Our controller em-
ploys a transaction module (trans p) to manage differ-
ent memory operations on the heterogeneous memory
interface (DRAM/PRAM). Specifically, trans p gen-
erates three LPDDR writes for a single memory re-
quest, each containing the command code/address, data,
and execution command of the memory request; for
the DRAM operations, trans d directly forwards the
incoming memory requests to the underlying DRAM
command module (cmd d). Specifically, cmd d sends
row/column addresses (through an active command) and
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(a) Lookup logic.
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(b) Control flow.

Figure 2: Lookup logic and cache control.

a read/write command to the target DRAM module,
whereas our PRAM command module (cmd p) converts
each request (received from trans p) into an LPDDR
NVM request. The LPDDR request is composed of
three different memory phases; preactive phase, active
phase and read/write phase of the target memory device.
In contrast to the PRAM commands, the DRAM com-
mands bring the corresponding row address through two
memory phases, preactive and active; the target column
address is issued with a read/write command. All the
memory timings of these commands (issued to the tar-
get memory module) are managed by the hybrid cache
physical layer (PHY) that we implemented.
Multi-partition aware NBRS. In our design,
cache ctrl stores the issued memory address re-
lated to the latest write on PRAM, and it compares
the stored address with all incoming read request
address(es). Specifically, in cases where there is a
read request, cache ctrl first checks if the target data
is cached via lookup lgc. If lookup lgc reports
a hit, cache ctrl immediately serves the request
from the underlying DRAM via trans d. Otherwise,
cache ctrl examines if there is a conflict on the target
partition (within a PRAM bank) by comparing upper
4 bits of the issued write and the incomming read
addresses (which indicates the target partition number).
When the target partition numbers for the write and read
are different, cache ctrl composes a read command
to trans p, thereby serving the read in parallel with
a DRAM write in progress. If the target partition has
a conflict, cache ctrl suspends the reads until the
partition is available for a memory service. Note that,
without this NBRS technique, we observe that all read
requests will be delayed, whenever there is a cache
eviction or a persistent operation which can block upto
108 read services .

4 Details of Implementation

Lookup logic. Figure 2a shows our lookup lgc imple-
mentation that contains the four built-in BRAMs. Each
BRAM includes a tag array whose entry size is 3 bits.
In addition, each BRAM maintains a counter (2 bits) and
a valid bit (1 bit), which are used for our LRU replace-



Inter
-face Workloads #req

Read
ratio(%)

Write
ratio(%)

Fence
ratio(%)

Flush
ratio(%) Brief description

N
at

iv
e echo 64K 46 28 26 0 Scalable key-value store [6]

tpcc 196K 66 15 8 11 H-store like DB. Undo logs for consistency (TPC-C like) [4]
ycsb 188K 69 12 8 10 H-store like DB. Undo logs for consistency (YCSB like) [4]

L
ib

ra
ry ctree 182K 55 37 8 0 NVML, Micro benchmark (INSERT and DELETE) for persistent crit-bit tree [1]

hashmap 189K 67 22 11 0 NVML, Micro benchmark (INSERT and DELETE) for persistent hashmap [1]
vacation 0.24K 9 86 5 0 Mnemosyne, online travel reservation system [30]

Table 1: Important characteristics of persistent memory traces collected from [31]

ment module of lookup lgc. In our implementation,
lookup lgc uses 512 KB BRAM for cache and LRU
information, which occupy only 50% gates of the built-
in BRAM space of our target FPGA platform [43]. A
cache way of our controller contains 512 thousand sets,
each taking 1 byte, which can indicate a 32 byte DRAM
block. The address of an incoming request (32 bits) for
a PRAM splits into a 3 bit tag and a 19 bit cache index,
such that all BRAMs are enabled with the parsed cache
index in parallel. The tag information and valid bit for
each way can be simultaneously sensed, and all of the
tags are simultaneously compared with the input tag by
our four simple comparators. The comparison results and
their valid bits are then forwarded to the corresponding
AND gate. The hit result is delivered by an XOR gate
while the target way (in cases of a cache hit) is filtered
by a 4*1 MUX logic. On the other hand, our LRU re-
placement module simply compares the counter of four
cache sets, associated with a target index, and returns the
way number that has an initial counter value (the oldest
set). In our design, the initial counter value is 0x100;
when there is an update request from cache ctrl, it
decreases the counter. The lookup lgc completes all
the cache lookup and LRU search processes, including
BRAM accesses, within 2 cycles. These short cycles are
even invisible to a processor as they are completely over-
lapped with the latency of DRAM/PRAM operations.
Cache controller. Figure 2b shows the control flow
of our cache ctrl. When lookup lgc returns a
cache miss, cache ctrl checks if an empty cache line
(associated with the underlying DRAM space) exists
across different cache ways. When there is an empty
cache line, cache ctrl composes a write request to
trans d and updates the tag and LRU information via
lookup lgc. Otherwise, cache ctrl raises a signal
to the LRU replacement module for lookup lgc to
retrieve the way that contains 0x100 (the oldest set).
In our implementation, this replacement module can
detect the victim line within a single cycle. Then,
cache ctrl reads the victim data from the underlying
DRAM through trans d and writes it back to trans p.
Lastly, cache ctrl writes the new data to the DRAM
and updates lookup lgc to clean up the cache informa-
tion. If the cache miss is related to a read, cache ctrl

checks if there is no cache eviction in progress or NBRS
is available to use. If it is, cache ctrl issues a read to

trans p. Otherwise, cache ctrl waits for the eviction
or write. In cases of a cache hit, cache ctrl generates
the corresponding DRAM request, issues trans d, and
updates the target cache line via lookup lgc.
Persistent operation. When cache ctrl receives
a PM FLUSHOPT request, it checks lookup lgc

and enforces write the data (corresponding to the
PM FLUSHOPT’s address) back to the underlying PRAM
in background. This is performed by converting the
persistent request to multiple writes managed from
our cache eviction module. cache ctrl serializes the
writes based on the order of PM FENCE requests received.
If there is a read, after the PM FENCE, cache ctrl is
still available to serve the read through NBRS. The
background operation is turned into a foreground task
when cache ctrl receives a PM FENCE request, and all
I/O services will be suspended if a write is requested
after the PM FENCE. Thus, the host can issue many reads
without a stall even after PM FENCE (but before another
write is issued) with our NBRS mechanism.

5 Evaluation

Workloads and configuration. We use persistent mem-
ory workload traces, which are extracted from Whisper
[31]. The platform that collected the traces employs eight
CPUs (Intel i7-6700, 3.4GHz), 8MB last level cache
(LLC) and 32GB memory subsystems, guided by the
persistent model of [31]. Table 1 summarizes the im-
portant characteristics and short descriptions for each
workload that we evaluated; echo, tpcc, and ycsb em-
ploy a native NVM interface, which accesses the un-
derlying memory subsystems by using persistent instruc-
tions such as clflushopt [31] and sfence [16], while
ctree, hashmap, and vacation use a software-based in-
terface whose system applies NVM libraries such as
NVML [11] and Mnemosyne [42]. Note that, while
most workloads only generate persistent ordering com-
mands (i.e., PM FENCE) to apply their consistency model,
tpcc and ycsb introduce many flush instructions (i.e.,
PM FLUSHOPT) in addition to the persistent ordering
commands, since they have multiple undo logs and pe-
riodically flush all such log records to the underlying
memory subsystems in order to support the data consis-
tency. Most workloads intensively generate reads, which
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Figure 3: Latency comparison for three different mem-
ory subsystems.

is an usual behavior of application execution. However,
vacation is a write-intensive application (its write frac-
tion is 86%). This is because the client threads of vaca-
tion perform a number of write-related transactions for
travel reservations and cancellations.
Latency comparisons. Figure 3 compares the latency of
DRAM-only (DRAM), PRAM-only (PRAM) and our BIBIM
memory subsystems by executing the persistent memory
workloads. As shown in the figure, DRAM exhibits an
excellent latency characteristic, average latencies rang-
ing from 0.116 us to 0.125 us for all workload execu-
tions, while the shortest latency of PRAM is longer than
5 us on hashmap. This is because, while the read la-
tency of PRAM is 185 ns, which is comparable with that
of DRAM, the write latency of PRAM is 20 us; the actual
latency of PRAM is 190x longer than that of DRAM. Due
to this long write latency, the performance of PRAM is,
on average, 85x worse than DRAM in the write-intensive
workloads (cf. Table 1). This performance degrada-
tion becomes notable for vacation whose write fraction
is 86% of the total execution. In contrast, the hybrid
architecture of BIBIM shortens the average latency by
87% compared to PRAM. However, BIBIM has less perfor-
mance benefits in the workloads tpcc and ycsb. Specif-
ically, BIBIM decreases the average latency of tpcc and
ycsb by around 30% and 40%, respectively, compared to
PRAM. The reason behind this performance diminishing is
that the persistent operations of those workloads enforce
BIBIM write cached data back to the underlying PRAM
in a synchronous manner. Nevertheless, considering the
overall performance of BIBIM, we believe that it is rea-
sonably acceptable to put PRAM between DRAM memory
and storage subsystems. Lastly, even compared with the
DRAM, BIBIM increases the average latency by 44%, on
average.
Non-blocking Read Service analysis. Figure 4a com-
pares the latency of non-NBRS and NBRS (applied
to BIBIM), which is also related to the internal paral-
lelism of multiple partition architecture. In this evalu-
ation, the latency is measured for the reads submitted to
cache ctrl right after a cache eviction or a persistent
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Figure 4: NBRS characteristics under various workloads.
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Figure 5: Latency analysis of BIBIM with different num-
bers of workload executions.

operation, which is referred to as read-after-write (RAW).
The RAW latency of non-NBRS is 19.8 us, on average,
across all the workloads that we tested. This is because
all the reads are blocked when the target PRAM bank is
involved in writing data into its memory island, which
increases the actual read latency than that of normal op-
erations by 107 times, on average. In contrast, NBRS-
applied BIBIM can successfully reduce the RAW latency
by 52%, on average. This performance advantage be-
comes more promising if read and write operations are
well balanced. For example, ctree and hashmap exhibit
2.8 us and 2.1 us for its RAW latency, which are 70% and
77% shorter than other workloads respectively. While
the advantage of NBRS diminishes for the workloads
that have many writes (vacation) or PM FENCEs (echo),
it can still reduce the RAW latency compared with non-
NBRS by 11% (vacation) and 18% (echo), respectively.
Figure 4b analyzes the fraction of non-blocking reads of
the total read requests. NBRS-applied BIBIM reduces the
number of reads, which are blocked by a cache eviction
or a persistent operation by 11% ∼ 90%. This in turn can
reduce CPU stalls compared with non-NBRS by 6.5%,
on average.
Stress tests with multiple processes. To evaluate the
worst-case performance scenario, we perform a stress
test by increasing the number of processes, each exe-
cuting a same workload application, but working on a
different address offset based on its process ID. Figure
5a illustrates the overall latency of our BIBIM memory
subsystem. By executing four processes, the overall la-



tency increases by 30%, on average, which is insignif-
icant by considering the many process executions. The
overall latency increases 300 ns, on average, when we
have more than four. This is because cache ctrl in-
troduces more cache conflicts to serve the heavy mem-
ory requests. Especially the latency of echo and tpcc
is as high as 800 ns and 500 ns, respectively. The rea-
son behind such performance degradation is that echo
exhibits many persistent operations related to write or-
dering and PM FLUSHOPT, respectively (in addition to the
heavy memory requests coming from many process exe-
cutions). As shown in Figure 5b, even though vacation
has few PM FENCE commands, the performance degrades
by 7 us at the worst. Since the writes in vacation ac-
count for 86% of the total memory requests, cache ctrl

generates many cache evictions with the executions of
multiple processes, which in turn increases than the la-
tency by 783%, compared with a single process execu-
tion scenario. Note that, even though BIBIM shows the
performance degradation with multiple processes in this
stress test, still the worst-latency is much shorter than
the average latency of PRAM-only memory subsystem.
For example, the worst-case latency BIBIM on the work-
load echo and vacation executions, it exhibits 7% and
42% better latency characteristics compared with that of
PRAM.
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7 Conclusion

We implemented BIBIM, a prototype multi-partition
aware new memory controller and subsystem that pre-
cisely integrates DRAM with 3x nm phase change RAM
(PRAM). Through empirical evaluations on the real sys-
tem that we implemented, this work demonstrated that
our BIBIM can successfully hide the long latency im-
posed by the underlying PRAM modules and can support
persistent operations. The latency characteristics of our
BIBIM are on average 87% better than those of PRAM-
only memory and are similar to or slightly worse than
DRAM-only memory.
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